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What	is	the	“fuel”	of	the	Sun?	
�  	Ancient	Egyptian:	the	Sun	is		a	fire	ball	
�  	Anassagora:	the	Sun	is	made	of	incandescent	iron		
�  1850:	J.Waterstone	shows	that	“chemical	energy”	(combustion)	could	

substain		the	Sun	for	10	thousand	years	only	(stone	age).	
Another	fuel	was	needed:	gravity	force,	but	not	enough	meteora	around.	

�  	1860:	Lord	Kelvin.	Sun	contraction	under	the	gravity	force.		Sun	could	at	
the	best	be	100	milion	years	old.		

�  	He	discredits	the	Darwin	theory	that	needs	more	time.	
�  	1897:		radioactivity	discovery.	It	could	provide	enough	energy,	but	in	the	

Sun	there	are	not	heavy	elements,	since	it	is	made	mainly	by	hydrogen	
and	helium.		

�  	1920:	Eddington.	It	is	burnt	hydrogen	to	produce	helium.		
�  	1938:	Bethe.	Quantitative	theory	of	the	fusion	processes	inside	the	Sun.			
�  	1960:	John	Bahcall.	Standard	Solar	Model.	
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Bethe:	the	Sun	“burns”	hidrogen	
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	pp	cycle	

CNO	cycle	is	important	
in	the	older	star	



Solar	neutrino	spectrum	
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How	detect	neutrinos?	
�  From	an	idea	of	Bruno	Pontecorvo	in	1946.	Use	the	reaction:		

�  	Ray	Davis	in	1955	looked	for	this	reaction	in	the	nuclear	reactor	of		
Savannah	River	in	South	Carolina,	but	he	found	NOTHING	(why?).	

�  	In	1956	Reines	and	Cowan	discovered	the	antineutrino	in	the	same	
reactor.	

�  	In	1959	Davis	started	to	look	for	the	solar	neutrinos	produced	by	the	7Be	
and	John	Bahcall	started	his	calculation	on	the	expected	neutrino	flux.	

�  	1965:	began	the	work	at	the	Homestake	mine	to	install		400	m3	of	
chlorine	(cleaning	liquid).	

�  	1966:	data	taking	started.	
�  	1968:	they	found	less	neutrinos	than	expected.	Wrong	computation?	
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-
eν +Cl=Ar+e

Radioactive	with	half-time	of	35	days	

Threshold	energy:	860	KeV	



How	many	neutrinos?	
�  	J.	Bahcall	:	
�  	Neutrinos	from	Be7:	flux	reduced	by	a	factor	104.		
�  	Solar	Neutrino	Unit:	1	νe	capture	pe	second	per		

		1036		target	atoms	

�  	Bahcall	calculation:		7.5 ±3 SNU 
�   Davis	measurement	(1968):	3 SNU 

�   Good News: Davis  had seen for the first time the solar neutrinos.  

�   Bad News: the measured rate was half of the expected one.  

�   1968. Pontecorvo: speculation about neutrino oscillation. 
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Davis & Bahcall	

10 2 1
e(ν )=6.6 10  cm s− −Φ ⋅

  SNU = 10−36  capture/atom/second
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Other	radiochemical	experiments	
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1986:	Kamiokande	Detector	
At	the	of	1986	started	to	take	data	the	Kamiokande	experiment	(Kamioca	
Nucleon	Decay	Experiment),	located	in	the	Kamioka	mine,	in	Japan.		
	
In	USA	started	to	function	the		IMB	experiment.	
	
The	signal	is	given	by	the	Cherenkov	
light	produced	by	the	electrons	or	muons,	
read	by	photomultipliers.		
	
Kamiokande	was	able	to	see	the	neutrinos		
produced	in	the	supernova	explosion	in	
the	Large	Magellanic	Cloud	on	23/2/2987.	
	
Kamiokande	is	able	to	record	the	neutrino			
interaction	in	real	time	and	to	measure		
the	neutrino	direction	and	its	energy.		
	
It	was	found	an	ANOMALY	in	the	atmosferic	neutrinos.	



“the	Sun	neutrinography”	
�  The	photons	produced	in	the	core	of	the	Sun	take	about	one	milion	

years	to	arrive	to	the	surface.	As	far	as	we	know	the	Sun	could	be	off!		

�  	With	the	neutrons	we	can	observe	the	Sun	“istantaneously”.	
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ProducFon	of	atmosheric	neutrinos		
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We	have	a	deficit	on	muon	neutrinos		

The	deficit	is	higher	for	the	neutrinos	passing	through	the	Earth		
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Where	are	going	the	neutrinos?	
Hypothesis:	they	oscillate	in	another	type	that	does	not	produce	a	signal	in	the	
detector.		We	need	a	“smoking	gun”	to	confirm	the	hypothesis:	the	SNO	detector	
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SNO	



SNO:	results	
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Solar	neutrinos:	summary	
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2002	Nobel	Prize	

Raymond	Davis	Jr.	 Masatoshi	Koshiba	

to	Raymond	Davis	Jr.	and	Masatoshi	Koshiba	"for	pioneering	contributions	to	
astrophysics,	in	particular	for	the	detection	of	cosmic	neutrinos"	
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2015	Nobel	Prize	

Takaaki	Kajita	 Arthur	B.	McDonald	

To	Takaaki	Kajita	and	Arthur	B.	McDonald	"for	the	discovery	of	neutrino	
oscillations,	which	shows	that	neutrinos	have	mass"	
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The general case: 3ν	
 

● Flavour mixing: 
 

● Convention on the Euler rotation (one phase is complex): 

… similar to the quark matrix, but with very different angles: 

● Only if s2
13≠0 we can hope to discover a phase δ of CP violation. 

  (This is the “holy graal” of future experiment of neutrino oscillations) 
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3ν:	 mass2 spectrum and flavour mixing (e µ τ) 

+Δm2	

δm2	μ2	
ν2	
ν1	

ν3	

ν3	

-Δm2	

abs. scale    Standard hierarchy     invers hierarchy     mass2  difference	

Absolute mass scale  µ unkown  [but < O(eV)]  
Hierarchy [sign(∆m2)] unknown 
“amount” of νe in ν3 unknown [but < a few %]  

(“solar” mass gap) 
(“atmosheric” mass gap)		
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State of the art in 2004, with error of ±2σ (95% CL per 1dof)	
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